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Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
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consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.
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owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
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NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 
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snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
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This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
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DESIGN GOALS

• Connect inland to the neighborhoods

• Employ resilient and floodable materials

• Provide a continuous esplanade and bikeway

• Minimize pedestrian and bicycle conflicts

• Utilize the site furnishings palette from adjacent built 
sections of the esplanade

FUNDING

• $15M - US Housing and Urban Development Community 
Development Block Grant (HUD CDBE) administered by 
LMDC

• $6M - Office of the Manhattan Borough President, 
Councilmember Margaret Chin

• Total Budget:  $21M

• Project Size:   1500 LF

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Design Goals
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Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
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plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
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Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
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owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
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This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 
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for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BMCR Project:
• Planned flood protection from the 

Brooklyn Bridge to Montgomery Slip
• Exact alignment to be determined 

concurrent with esplanade design

Reconstruction of Peck Slip  
(by DPR):
• Completion planned in spring 2021

Tin Building Reconstruction:
• Renovated building to open in 2020

New Market Building:
• Demolition in Q2 2019; no current 

design plans

Interim Flood Protection Project
(by NYCEM):
• Installation 2019

ADJACENT PROJECTS IN 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Related Projects
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Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

COVER LEGEND

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Covered Vs. Uncovered Space
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Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Site & Program Constraints
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Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Peck Slip + BK Bridge South 
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A

SPRAY SHOWERSEATING 
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Sections
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - BK Bridge + Shoreline 

SECTION  
B
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Section
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - BK Bridge North 
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ADA Fish Cleaning Station
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Fish-Out 

Fish-Out Location
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

LIGHTING DESIGN 

• FDR structure-mounted downlights (used 
in previous ERE sections)

• Wallwashing light fixtures on FDR structure 
fascia (used in previous ERE sections)

• City-approved and maintained luminaires 
on colums of NYCDOT-owned ramp

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Lighting Strategy

Downlighting FDR Fascia Lighting

Column Lighting

Sports Lighting

Column Lighting
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NYS Structure Indirect Wallwashing Lighting (Existing Project)NYS Structure Downlighting (Existing Project)

NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

Green Screen Planting Areas

Green Screen Planting Character

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Green Screen Planting Areas

Deschampsia cespitosa

Lonicera sempervirens

Panicum virgatum Carex flacca

Aristolochiaceae macrophylla Campsis radicans

Hypericum perforatum
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NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.

Cove Planting Areas 

Cove Planting Character

BROOKLYN BRIDGE ESPLANADE - Cove Planting 

Hamamelis virginiana

Deschampsia cespitosa

Heuchera spp. Geranium maculatum

Ilex glabra

Carex amphibola Carex flacca

Cornus sericea
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NYC Structure Downlighting (NYC Reference of Pools of Light)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Accents)

Water Feature Lighting (Reference of Effect)NYS Structure Downlighting (Reference of Sports Lighting)

Brooklyn Bridge Esplanade 

Lighting Design - Vision

Our lighting strategy prioritizes a resilient plan for installation and 
maintenance of all luminaires and related electrical services.

Having reviewed the first phase of the project, we have identified 
only the FDR structure mounted lighting elements as a resilient 
design direction, as these are inherently above the flood planes. 
We have also identified that ground level mounted luminaires are 
not functional or the focus of lights have not been maintained.

We envision to use the approach of illuminating the spaces below 
the FDR and spaces along the rivers edge through structure 
mounted downlights. The fixtures we suggest are the updated 
LED version of current fixtures mounted in similar fashion.

To encourage play and activities as per the proposed space plan, 
we will create additional accents and pools of light on the ground 
plane by increasing the amount and strategical placement the 
same downlight type. This will allow us to provide the increased 
light levels needed for sports fields and other high activity areas 
such as pedestrian / bicycle intersections and access nodes.

Where the wallwashing of the FDR has to be added for design 
consistency or replaced due to damaged fixtures, we propose 
to use the same model or approved alternate that are currently 
market available and have an increased maintainability.

To be able to avoid any NYCDOT provided pole fixtures in 
esplanade areas closer to the water’s edge, prone to damage by 
brackish water spray and flooding, we suggest to use the NYCDOT 
owned ramp to mount additional city approved and maintained 
luminaires such as wallpack and underdeck lights or other 
NYCDOT approved and maintained light fixtures. 

For visual comfort, we suggest to use glare accessories such as 
snoots and lovers where necessary to provide a comfortable 
nighttime environment to pedestrian and bike users of the space.

This allows us to provide sufficient lighting to the areas below 
while not visually competing with the existing wallwashing of the 
NYS owned FDR structure. 

Where water features or are used, we suggest to use illumination 
for further accentuation and increased sense of space at night.
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Construction 

Spring 2020- 
Spring 2021

PROJECT TIMELINE

Procurement

3 Months 
Winter 2019

Preliminary 
Design -  

PDC, CB 1+3

2 months
Spring 2019

Conceptual Design   
- CB 1+3

1 month
Winter 2019

• Design to be completed by late fall 2019 

• Construction to be completed by spring 2021, deadline to maintain federal funding

Community 
Outreach

2 months
Winter 2018-2019

Final Design 
Documents - 
PDC, CB 1+3

6 months
Summer -  
Fall 2019
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�字

BK Bridge - Montgomery
Coastal Resilience 
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NYCHA 
SMITH HOUSES

TANAHEY 
PLAYGROUND

MURRY 
BERGTRAUM  

FIELD

PIER 35

Two Bridges Neighborhood - 2050s 100-Year Floodplain
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BROOKLYN BRIDGE
ESPLANADE

PIER 35

EAST RIVER ESPLANADE
Package 4

EAST RIVER ESPLANADE
Package 3

Project Coordination
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Resilience Infrastructure

Alignment - Location of Infrastructure

Raised Platform (Sea Level Rise)

BMCR Flood Protection Design
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To preserve views and access along the waterfront, the 
project will utilize an infrastructure toolkit that combines 
fixed structures with deployable flood gates.

Roller Gates & Fixed Structures: Sunny DayFlip Up Barrier: Sunny Day

Infrastructure Toolkit
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To preserve views and access along the waterfront, the 
project will utilize an infrastructure toolkit that combines 
fixed structures with deployable flood gates.

Roller Gates & Fixed Structures: DeployedFlip Up Barrier: Deployed

Infrastructure Toolkit
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Raised Platform to Address Sunny Day Tidal Flooding from SLR

Future Sunny Day Tidal Flooding
Current sea level

Existing Grade

Bike Lane Existing Esplanade

Existing 
Elev +6

Existing 
Elev +5.5
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Bike Lane
Existing Esplanade

Existing 
Elev +6

Proposed 
Elev +7

Existing 
Elev +5.5

Raised Platform to Address Sunny Day Tidal Flooding from SLR

Future Sunny Day Tidal Flooding
Current sea level

Existing Grade
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Deployed Flood Infrastructure

Bike Lane Flip-up Gate

Existing 
Elev +6

Proposed 
Elev +18.5

Existing 
Elev +5.5

2050s 100-Year Storm Surge
Current sea level

Existing Grade
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FLOOD PROTECTION ALIGNMENT 
TWO BRIDGES | PROJECT OVERVIEW 

DRAFT FOR INTERNAL REVIEW ONLY 

Site Constraints
Existing Infrastructure

Line of Protection
Sunny Day

Line of Protection
Deployed

Flood Protection Alignment - Location of Infrastructure
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Flood Protection Alignment

Enlargement #3

Enlargement #2

Enlargement #1
Fixed Structure

2050s 100-year Floodplain

Roller Gates

Flip-up Gates

NYCHA 
SMITH HOUSES

TANAHEY 
PLAYGROUND

MURRY 
BERGTRAUM  

FIELD

PIER 35
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Flip-up gates are used as much as possible to 
allow for waterfront views and access.

Enlargement 1

Fixed Structure

2050s 100-year Floodplain

Roller Gates

Flip-up Gates

Flood Protection Alignment

NYCHA 
SMITH HOUSES
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FIXED STRUCTURE

UNDERGROUND 
UTILITIES

ROLLER
GATE

FLIP-UP GATE

Flip-up gates are used as much as possible to 
allow for waterfront views and access.

Fixed Structure and Roller Gates are used to 
avoid underground utility conflicts.

Fixed Structure

2050s 100-year Floodplain

Roller Gates

Flip-up Gates

Enlargement 2

Flood Protection Alignment
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Flip-up gates are used as much as possible 
to allow for waterfront views and access.

Fixed Structure and Roller Gates are used:
• to avoid underground utility conflicts
• where waterfront views and access are 

already obstructed by existing buildings

FIXED STRUCTURE

ROLLER GATE

UNDERGROUND 
UTILITIES

FLIP-UP GATE

PIER 35

PIER 36

Enlargement 3

Fixed Structure

2050s 100-year Floodplain

Roller Gates

Flip-up Gates

Flood Protection Alignment
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Interior Drainage System

The BMCR and ESCR drainage 
systems will be connected so that 
stormwater flows to the Manhattan 
Pump Station and gets pumped to 
and treated at the Newtown Creek 
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

The BMCR project includes drainage system upgrades 
to manage interior rainfall during storm events. 

 North

  ESCR
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Proposed Program

FITNESS

PLAZA

SPORTS

SEATING/GLIDERS/TABLES

PLAY BIKE RACK

LIMIT OF RAISED PLATFORM

BBE PROJECT LIMITFUTURE BBE

BIKE PATH

FUTURE BBE 
Program to be 
determined

TO BE 
DETERMINED


